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Raspberry Pi hackers club 

High Altitude Balloon Field test #2 report. 
 

7th of November 2020 dawned to a cloudy day with a fresh southerly breeze that was perfect for our 

goals. At around midday we met outside the Melbourne zoo to do our next round of testing. The crew 

for the day were Chris, Trevor, Trystan, Harsh, Rowan, Greg, Andrew and Rocky.  

 

The crew (l to r) – Andrew, Trystan, Trevor, Rocky (going for the snacks), Harsh, Rowan and Greg. Chris is behind the camera. 

We went across Elliott Ave to the H.G. Smith oval and got set up.  

The goals for the day were: 

• Test out integrated setup consisting of FlexTRAC LoRA + GPS board mounted on the Raspberry Pi 

Zero which is our primary homing beacon. 

• Test backup homing beacon which is the RAKWireless LoRA transmitter board paired with the 

RAKWirelkess LoRA base station. 
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Batteries and other kit. The FlexTRAC board is on the scales to the left. 

The kit that we had consisted of a couple of boards and two different sorts of batteries - Energizer 

lithium ultimates and a set of lithium rechargeable AAs. In the end we used the rechargables to power 

the package even though they were heavier as the Energizers batteries are expensive.  

The other bits of kit that we had were a FlexTRAC board connected to a Pi Zero which gave us GPS, a pi 

camera and a LoRA tracker. The LoRA was connected to Harsh's phone where he had an antenna and 

app for tracking the output.  

We also had a second board, a RAKWireless LoRAWAN board which meant we had a backup in case we 

lost the main LoRA transmitter. The FlexTRAC also had temperature, altitude and velocity data that was 

being captured from the FlexTRAC to the SD card on the Pi Zero. The camera was set to fire every 

minute.  

We didn't have a package container so we constructed one on site. Greg cut up a shoe box that we had 

that was customed fitted to each of the different components.  
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Greg creating the package out of an old shoebox. 

We cut a hole in the bottom for the main LoRA aerial and we taped the secondary aerial to the side, as 

well as using double sided tape to stick the Pi camera and the secondary GPS receiver. With all the tape 

and components the package weighed  367g. This is quite a bit heavier than the package from the  

experimental package from the first field test which weighed ~121g.  

 

The package with components. The FlexTRAC is closest and the Pi Camera is stuck to the outside. 

Chris assembled the kite and test flights showed we had a very good wind that was keeping the kite 

aloft.  
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Chris assembling the kite with an assist from Rocky. 

Harsh and Chris confirmed the LoRA was working and that we had a GPS lock. The latter took 2-3 

minutes which was surprising that it took that long.  

 

Harsh and Chris confirming GPS and LoRA signals received. 

The package was attached to the kite with string, with the string being looped around the package.  
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Greg, Harsh and Chris make final adjustments to the package. 

At 1.54pm the package was launched successfully.  

 

A successful launch! 

In flight the package did get knocked around quite a lot and it was hard to get a steep angle on the kite 

so we did not get a lot of height on the actual package. An estimation would be 20-30 metres off the 

ground at best. This was because the kite did not have enough lifting power for the weight of the 

package. Will need to investigate alternative lifting devices in future.  
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Sample of flight photos. 

The data from the FlexTRAC was pulled afterwards. The altitude data was extracted and plotted though 

it doesn’t seem to reflect the actual flight very closely. Something to investigate how the data is 

recorded and what factors may be influencing the results. 
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Altitude data from logs. Note: x scale is not consistent. 

At 2:08pm the package landed after a flight of about 14 minutes. When we recovered it, we noticed that 

the main LoRA antenna had been snapped off. At first we thought it happened on landing but we 

couldn't find the antenna in the landing zone.  

 

Package down. Note: Aerial broken on right side of package. 

Searching showed that it had actually come off in flight as we found it downrange. The theory is that it 

that some of the string that had been used to attach the package to the kite may have moved across and 

put pressure on the antenna to shear it off or the components inside the box moved violently at some 

point and snapped it. Either way we need to get the package components in tighter and we need a 

better way to attach the package to the ascent mechanism to ensure that the aerials aren't damaged. 
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Rowan with the broken antenna. 

We did try for a second flight but we found that the wind was dying and we could not get the kite to lift 

very high. As a result we retired the kite experiments for the day.  

We did a LoRA ground test as well where Rowan put the package on the back of his bike and rode 

around Royal Park grounds . This was a very successful test as he would have been 300 or 400 meters 

away with intervening obstacles such as trees and buildings that potentially could have blocked the 

actual transmission signal but the LoRA continued to work fine.  

  
Photo from back of bike and approximate route. 
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The final thing was to deconstruct the package and retrieve the SD card to see if the data was available 

and sure enough it was all good. In addition the Pi camera was firing ever minute or so and we had some 

great pictures of the city! 

So we achieved all of our goals for the day in that we had a successful flight, we proved both the boards 

worked, we got a strong LoRA signal in our ground test and we captured the data and pictures on the SD 

card.  

Some things that did not go quite to plan:  

• The kite did not have the lifting power required to get the package high into the air. 

• The kite was damaged and despite a couple of jury-rig repairs by the end of the day it had got to 

the point where a decision was made to retire it from future usage.  

• Post the test we lost the LoRA tracking data from Harsh’s phone which was unfortunate. 

• The data we have captured needs further analysis to understand what is being captured and 

how we can ensure that we have the best possible quality.  

• We realized that once we plugged the boards that the power started draining even while we 

were still setting up the packaging which will shorten the lifespan of the flight.  

• In addition, we had no way of knowing how much power was being drawn to power the set up 

and so we don’t have an estimate of how long the power will last. 

• The antenna getting snapped off may have been a result of the either the string being wrapped 

around the package or the contents of the package moving. 

Overall though it was a successful launch and now we're going to move on to the next phase which we 

will be undertaking in the early part of December with the following goals:  

• Build an expanded sensor pack and test with integrated FlexTRAC/RACWireless. 

• Replace the kite with a drone to lift package (legal ceiling 120m). 

Suggest additional goals: 

• Power monitor to be able to derive a lifetime estimate. 

• Improved lighter container and way for connecting the package to the ascent mechanism that 

will not threaten any aerials. 

• Ensuring data is captured and backed up immediately. 


